Targeted inhibition of gut bacterial β-glucuronidase activity enhances anticancer drug efficacy
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Irinotecan (CPT-11) is essential for treating colorectal and pancreatic cancers and is frequently administered as a mixture with 5-fluorouracil and or oxaliplatin. Ongoing clinical trials seek to extend irinotecan to other forms of cancer. However, irinotecan causes both myelosuppression and gastrointestinal (GI) side effects, including mucositis and late-onset diarrhea, which are often dose limiting: 88% of irinotecan patients develop diarrhea, with 30% experiencing acute grade 3 to 4 diarrhea (1–3). This toxicity is frequently refractory to antimotility drugs. Thus, treating irinotecan-induced diarrhea is a significant clinical need (4, 5).

The irinotecan prodrug is activated in vivo to SN38, a potent topoisomerase I inhibitor (6) that retards the growth of rapidly proliferating cells in tumors and the intestinal epithelium, which renews every 5 d. SN38 is detoxified through the addition of glucuronic acid (GlcA) to form SN38-G, a compound marked for elimination via the GI tract. Gut commensal bacterial β-glucuronidase (GUS) enzymes remove GlcA from SN38-G. Reactivated SN38G inflicts epithelial damage, resulting in bleeding diarrhea and acute weight loss in animal models (7). We reduced irinotecan-generated gut toxicity using inhibitors that selectively, nonlethally, and potently block the actions of gut bacterial GUS enzymes (8, 9). The utility of GUS inhibition also extends to drugs beyond irinotecan (10–12).

Here, we probe three critical topics related to the in vivo use of GUS inhibitors for irinotecan-induced gut toxicity. First, we examined how quickly irinotecan toxicity appears in the murine GI tract and establish that a single dose of GUS inhibitor can alleviate early gut epithelial damage. Second, we assessed the degree to which GUS inhibition enhances irinotecan’s antitumor effectiveness using two mouse models of cancer. Third, we determined how irinotecan and GUS inhibitor impact murine gut microbiota composition. Together, the data presented provide key mechanistic insights into the abilities of gut bacterial enzyme inhibitors to alleviate drug-induced GI damage and to improve the effectiveness of this widely used cancer chemotherapeutic.

Significance
Cancer chemotherapy often causes side effects that require modulations in dosing, which then reduce anticancer efficacy. Here, we show that targeted inhibition of gut bacterial enzymes alleviates key stages of gut epithelial damage caused by the cancer drug irinotecan, blunts stark gut microbial compositional shifts caused by irinotecan, and enhances irinotecan’s antitumor effectiveness by reducing its gastrointestinal toxicity.
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Results

GUS Loop Architecture Dictates SN38-G Processing Efficiency and Inhibition.

The hundreds of unique gut microbial GUS enzymes mapped to date have been categorized into six functionally distinct groups based on active site architecture (13–20). GUSs are encoded by Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, and Proteobacteria; among these phyla, Proteobacteria are unique in encoding only Loop 1 (L1) GUS orthologs, which are most efficient with smaller glucuronidated substrates (14). We examined the SN38-G cleavage abilities of a representative in vitro panel of human gut GUS enzymes from these groups (e.g., L1, Mini-Loop 1 [mL1], Loop 2 [L2], etc.) and examined inhibition by two chemotypes: Inhibitor 1 ([SI Appendix, Fig. S1A]), used in previous studies (8–11, 21, 22), and UNC10201652 ([SI Appendix, Fig. S1B]), a distinct mechanism-based GUS inhibitor that uniquely forms a covalent inhibitor–glucuronide conjugate at the enzyme’s active site (17). While UNC10201652 has been examined in vitro (17), the in vivo function is studied here. We found that L1 GUS enzymes process SN38-G most efficiently and that the mL1 and L2 enzymes exhibit modest activity, while the remainder of the enzymes showed no activity (Fig. 1A). In terms of inhibition, UNC10201652 was found to be superior to inhibitor 1 (Inh1) in inhibiting GUS-mediated reactivation of SN38-G in vitro, exhibiting stronger potency and broader efficacy against L1 enzymes (Fig. 1A). The crystal structure of UNC10201652 in complex with the L1 GUS from Clostridium perfringens (CpGUS) reveals that this more potent inhibitor makes numerous favorable interactions at the L1 enzyme active site, likely explaining its potency (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Figs. S1C and D). Thus, L1 GUS enzymes most efficiently reactivate SN-38G. UNC10201652 precisely targets gut bacterial L1 GUS orthologs, potently blocking in vitro SN38-G reactivation by these enzymes.

SN38-G Processing and Inhibition In Fimo.

We recently proposed “in fimo” to describe the experimental examination of stool samples derived from the formal Latin “fimus” for “excrement” (23). In fimo processing of SN38-G occurs in luminal contents of the cecum and proximal and distal colons of irinotecan-treated FVB mice ([SI Appendix, Fig. S2A–C]). UNC10201652 was more efficacious than Inh1 at blocking GUS activity in fimo and was thus

---

**Fig. 1.** Gut microbial GUS structure and function in vitro and in fimo. (A) Active site interactions in the UNC10201652-bound CpGUS. UNC10201652 (orange), water (red), and catalytic residues (blue; Glu505 and Glu412) are shown. (B) In vitro processing of SN38-G by gut microbial GUS enzymes and variable enzymatic inhibition by GUS inhibitors. Error bars are ± SEM. mL1,2, Mini-Loop 1,2; mL2, Mini-Loop 2; NL, no loop. *P < 0.05 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; **P < 0.01 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; ***P < 0.005 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; P < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. (C) Elevated in fimo GUS activity in animals pretreated with irinotecan 24 h prior. Cotreatment with GUSi–UNC10201652 blunts the increase. Error bars are ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s correction for multiple comparisons. E. eligens, Eubacterium eligens; S. agalactiae, Streptococcus agalactiae; B. fragilis, Bacteroides fragilis; B. uniformis, Bacteroides uniformis; P. merdae, Parabacteroides merdae; B. ovatus, Bacteroides ovatus; B. dorei, Bacteroides dorei.
chosen for further experiments (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D–F). FVB mice treated with irinotecan, UNC10201652 (hereafter termed “GUSi” [β-glucuronidase inhibitor]), or both irinotecan and GUSi were examined for SN38-G reactivation in fimo after 24 h. A single intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of irinotecan (50 mg/kg) significantly increased SN38-G processing activity in the cecum (Fig. 1C). While 1 mg/kg GUSi delivered orally (per oral [p.o.]) did not alone alter in fimo SN38-G reactivation, single doses of GUSi and irinotecan together significantly reduced in fimo SN38-G reactivation to levels seen in naïve mice (Fig. 1C). Thus, one irinotecan dose increases in fimo SN38-G reactivation within 24 h, an effect that is blunted by a single dose of GUSi.

**GUS Inhibition Protects against Gut Epithelial Damage.** It has previously been established that inhibiting bacterial GUSs does not alter the pharmacokinetics of irinotecan or its key metabolites in mouse serum (9). To determine whether an L1 GUS enzyme (e.g., *Escherichia coli* GUS) can drive irinotecan-induced gut damage, we monoassociated germ-free mice with either wild-type (WT) *E. coli* or the isogenic gus gene deletion strain (ΔGUS) (13). One irinotecan dose (50 mg/kg i.p.) increased GUS activity in WT *E. coli*-colonized mice but not in ΔGUS *E. coli*-colonized animals (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 A–C). With repeated irinotecan dosing, WT *E. coli*-colonized mice had significantly higher levels of fecal lipocalin-2, indicative of gut damage and inflammation, than ΔGUS *E. coli*-colonized mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 D and E). Furthermore, WT *E. coli*-monosassociated mice exhibited marked reduction in intestinal epithelial cell proliferation compared with mice colonized with ΔGUS *E. coli* (SI Appendix, Fig. S3F).

Thus, an L1 gut microbial GUS enzyme is sufficient to drive irinotecan-induced GI tract damage and reduced intestinal epithelial proliferation.

We next validated the ability of orally dosed GUSi to reach the GI tract by treating mice with a single oral dose of 1 mg/kg GUSi and collecting short-term (60, 90, 180 min) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A–C) or longer-term (8, 24 h) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 D and E) fecal and colon contents. GUSi was detected in all intestinal compartments: in the small intestine within 60 min and in the cecum and colon within 180 min. Between 8 and 24 h, cecal levels remained constant, while colonic levels increased by fivefold. Thus, orally dosed GUSi reaches the mouse GI tract.

We undertook time course studies in two cohorts containing four groups of age-, weight-, and litter-matched female FVB mice (to match the transgenic breast cancer model used below) treated with a single dose of vehicle, GUSi (1 mg/kg p.o.), irinotecan (50 mg/kg i.p.), or irinotecan plus GUSi. One cohort was euthanized after 24 h, and the second was euthanized after 120 h; both were injected with 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine (BrdU) 30 min prior to euthanasia to label proliferating cells. Proliferation was assessed using immunohistochemical detection of BrdU; 24 h after treatment, no differences were observed between treatment groups (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In contrast, the 120-h data revealed that a single dose of irinotecan significantly decreased levels of proliferative (BrdU+) cells per crypt in the ileum (Fig. 2A), proximal colon (Fig. 2B and D), and distal colon (Fig. 2C and E), effects that were blocked by a single concomitant dose of GUSi (Fig. 2). Thus, GUSi prevents irinotecan’s gut damage 5 d after injection. These data help to establish a timeline for gut
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damage caused by irinotecan—it robustly appears after 5 d, in concordance with the diarrhea phenotype in mice. Together with in fimo data, these in vivo results demonstrate that GUSi blocks two irinotecan-induced effects in the mouse GI tract—increase in gut bacterial GUS activity within 1 d and reduction in GI epithelial cell proliferation within 5 d.

**GUS Inhibition Alleviates Irinotecan-Induced Gut Toxicity in Tumor Xenograft Mice.** GUSi’s effects on irinotecan’s GI damage and antineoplastic efficacy were tested in vivo using a preclinical model of inflammatory breast cancer. Irinotecan formulations have been examined in mouse models of breast cancer (24), and human clinical trials for breast cancer have used SN38 combination therapies (25). Furthermore, breast cancer models were chosen to avoid confounding effects of microbial dysbiosis caused by the inflammatory tumor microenvironment of colorectal cancer (26, 27). SUM149 cells, representative of triple-negative breast cancer (ER−, PR−, Her2−, BRCA1mut, basal like), readily form tumors when subcutaneous injected in immune-deficient athymic nude mice (28). After palpable tumors were detected, mice were randomized into four groups: control, GUSi (1 mg/kg total delivered via twice daily p.o. administrations), daily injections (all days including weekends) of 50 mg/kg irinotecan i.p., and irinotecan + GUSi. Half of the mice receiving irinotecan alone developed diarrhea in 5 d, and all mice developed diarrhea by day 8; however, significantly fewer animals treated with both irinotecan and GUSi developed diarrhea (Fig. 3A). Ten days following the first treatment, the entire irinotecan-treated cohort required euthanasia due to weight loss; in contrast, mice in the irinotecan + GUSi group were protected against irinotecan-induced weight loss and trended toward living longer with irinotecan (SI Appendix, Figs. S64 and S7). Thus, GUSi alleviates irinotecan-induced diarrhea and weight loss in this xenograft model. Both irinotecan and irinotecan + GUSi cohorts bore significantly reduced tumor volumes and terminal tumor masses compared with vehicle and GUSi cohorts (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6B). Histological examination of fixed colon tissues revealed greater inflammation and crypt damage in the irinotecan treatment group compared with irinotecan + GUSi or controls (Fig. 3C). Therefore, GUSi affords strong protection against irinotecan-induced gut epithelial cell damage in immune-deficient mice.

GUS Inhibition Dramatically Improves Irinotecan Efficacy in Tumor-Bearing Genetically Engineered Mouse Model Animals. We used the C3Tag genetically engineered mouse model (GEMM) of breast cancer to examine irinotecan dose escalation and the effects of GUSi under those conditions in mice with an intact immune system (29). After palpable tumors were detected (~100 mm³), mice were randomized into one of four groups: vehicle, GUSi (1 mg/kg total delivered twice daily via p.o. administration), irinotecan (50 mg/kg i.p.), or irinotecan + GUSi. Irinotecan was provided in a dose-intensification strategy, starting with two doses per week for 1 wk, then three doses per week for 2 wk, and finally, five doses per week in all subsequent weeks. All irinotecan-treated animals developed diarrhea within 14 d, while animals receiving irinotecan and GUSi experienced significantly reduced diarrhea, with some animals remaining diarrhea free for a remarkable 42 d (Fig. 4A). Thus, GUSi effectively alleviates irinotecan-induced diarrhea even with irinotecan dose intensification.

Vehicle- and GUSi-treated animals gained weight due to tumor growth (SI Appendix, Fig. S8A), while mice receiving irinotecan consistently lost weight until euthanasia was required for all 28 d after therapy initiation (SI Appendix, Fig. S8F). Vehicle- and GUSi-treated control animals did not develop diarrhea and were followed until tumor size necessitated euthanasia (SI Appendix, Fig. S8F). Irinotecan + GUSi animals lost more weight than the irinotecan treatment group in the first 21 d of the study, but then, they rebounded, recovered their lost weight, and allowed the study to continue to day 49 (SI Appendix, Fig. S8A). Kaplan–Meier analysis reveals that the irinotecan + GUSi treatment group had a significantly better overall survival rate compared with each of the other treatment groups: 43% longer than irinotecan alone and 29% longer than vehicle and GUSi (SI Appendix, Fig. S8B). Thus, GUSi significantly protects against weight loss and increases survival in the C3TAg breast cancer GEMM treated with dose-intensified irinotecan.

The number of tumors observed in the animals in each treatment group did not differ (SI Appendix, Fig. S8D). Primary tumors in the vehicle and GUSi groups averaged 1.5 g in mass and accounted for ≥5% of the animals’ body weight (Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S8E). Mice receiving irinotecan alone showed trends toward smaller primary tumors (~1 g) accounting for only 3% body weight, but these values were not statistically different.
from the vehicle and GUSi groups (Fig. 4B and $SI$ Appendix, Fig. S8E). In contrast, mice in the irinotecan + GUSi group exhibited dramatically reduced primary tumor masses, uniformly less than 0.1 g or <1% of total body weight, a 15-fold reduction (Fig. 4B and $SI$ Appendix, Fig. S8E). Longitudinal tumor volume measures establish that irinotecan plus GUSi improves tumor regression, resulting in prolonged survival compared with the other groups ($SI$ Appendix, Fig. S8F).

Microscopic examination of colon tissues revealed treatment with GUSi along with irinotecan promoted abundant epithelial regeneration of epithelial damage. Irinotecan treatment alone resulted in moderate inflammatory infiltrates expanding the colonic lamina propria, resulting in crypt destruction, goblet cell loss, and disruption of the overlying epithelium (Fig. 4C). While irinotecan + GUSi treatment animals displayed similar proprional inflammation and evidence of prior crypt destruction, there was pronounced epithelial regeneration characterized by abundant, well-organized regenerative crypts, which was not a feature of the irinotecan-only group at the same time point (Fig. 4C). Indeed, despite the dose-intensification regimen used, mice receiving irinotecan + GUSi exhibited less epithelial damage and improved body weight than mice receiving irinotecan alone. Together, these factors allowed irinotecan + GUSi mice to receive significantly more doses of irinotecan compared with those receiving irinotecan alone ($SI$ Appendix, Fig. S8C). Thus, GUSi enhanced irinotecan-mediated tumor regression, improved animal survival, and reduced GI damage in this immunocompetent cancer GEMM.

GUS Inhibitor Protects against Gut Enterobacteriaceae Expansion in Athymic Mice. The 16S ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA) sequencing analysis of the colon contents of the immune-deficient athymic mice bearing Sum149 triple-negative breast cancer xenograft tumors was performed. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) using UniFrac (30) showed that irinotecan with or without GUSi (irinotecan [IRI] and IRI + GUSi) significantly changed the microbial composition of the athymic mice gut microbiota (PCoA1 $P = 0.001$) ($SI$ Appendix, Fig. S9A), which could not be attributed to cohousing effects (cage $P$ value = 0.98). Pairwise comparisons between the four treatments also showed that irinotecan-treated mice had a significantly different gut microbiota composition than vehicle- and GUSi-treated mice ($SI$ Appendix, Fig. S10). A significant decrease in alpha diversity ($P = 0.004$) as assessed by Chao1 index in animals treated with IRI was observed (Fig. 5A), a drop that is not caused by cohousing (cage $P$ value = 0.97). Mice treated with both IRI + GUSi, however, maintained species alpha diversity to levels similar to that of vehicle controls (Fig. 5A). Thus, GUSi improves gut microbial species alpha diversity when used in conjunction with irinotecan.

Furthermore, 16s rRNA sequencing analysis revealed that irinotecan causes a striking expansion of gut microbial Proteobacteria in xenografted athymic mice. At the phylum level, the luminal contents of vehicle-treated mice contained 52% Bacteroidetes, 41% Firmicutes, and 4% Proteobacteria (Fig. 5B). By contrast, irinotecan-treated mice exhibited a dramatic increase in the levels of Proteobacteria, up to 68%, and decreases in both Firmicutes (down to 6%) and Bacteroidetes (25%) (Fig. 5B). In mice treated with both irinotecan and GUSi, however, the expansion of Proteobacteria was markedly reduced, down to only 14%, while maintaining near-vehicle treatment levels of Firmicutes (39%) and Bacteroidetes (44%) (Fig. 5B). Finally, GUSi alone was able to reduce the levels of Proteobacteria in the mouse GI tract more than 10-fold, down to 0.32% compared with 4% observed in vehicle-treated mice (Fig. 5B). Thus, in immune-deficient mice, GUSi increases gut microbial diversity, markedly blunts the expansion of Proteobacteria observed in irinotecan-treated animals, and reduces the level of Proteobacteria in the GI tract in mice not treated with irinotecan.

Family-level taxonomic changes reveal that the Proteobacterial expansions observed with irinotecan arose from the Enterobacteriaceae, specifically Salmonella, Escherichia, Shigella, Klebsiella, and Yersinia. These opportunistic pathogens can flourish in inflamed sites of epithelial damage that leak oxygen into the intestinal lumen. Furthermore, the Enterobacteriaceae are the only intestinal taxa that encode a GUS operon containing the gus gene as well as glucuronide transporters (31), which may give these...
Irinotecan significantly changes gut microbiota in athymic (A–C) and C3TAg GEMM (D–F) mice. Four different treatments (irinotecan, irinotecan + GUSi, vehicle, and GUSi) divided into two groups (irinotecan: irinotecan alone and irinotecan + GUSi; no irinotecan: vehicle and GUSi) are shown. (A) PCoA analysis of athymic mice gut microbiota generated from UniFrac metric. Irinotecan group gut microbial composition (beta diversity) is significantly different from the no irinotecan group: PCoA1 $P$ value = 0.001, cage $P$ value = 0.98. (B) Alpha diversity analysis showing Chao1 index for the four treatments. Irinotecan and no irinotecan groups are significantly different from each other ($P$ value = 0.004, cage $P$ value = 0.97). Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between irinotecan and GUSi treatments ($P$ value = 0.01, cage $P$ value = 0.6) and irinotecan and vehicle treatments ($P$ value = 0.005, cage $P$ value = 0.09). (C) Composition summary showing the major phyla detected in the athymic mice microbiota. Significant increase in Proteobacteria abundance is detected in irinotecan-treated mice independent of cage. (D) PCoA analysis of C3TAg GEMM mice gut microbiota generated from UniFrac metric. Irinotecan-treated mice (with and without GUSi) show different microbial composition (beta diversity) than mice that did not receive irinotecan: PCoA1 $P$ value = 0.007, cage $P$ value = 0.68. Proteobacteria (E) and Verrucomicrobia (F) are significantly increased in response to irinotecan treatment (with and without GUSi): Proteobacteria $P$ value = 0.003, cage $P$ value = 0.98; Verrucomicrobia $P$ value = 0.004, cage $P$ value = 0.98, **$P < 0.01$.

Discussion

We established that irinotecan toxicity could be alleviated with nonlethal compounds that inhibit gut microbial GUS enzymes without affecting the mammalian GUS ortholog, the product of an essential gene, or affecting the plasma concentration of irinotecan or its metabolites (8, 9, 22). Beyond irinotecan, the intestinal toxicity of NSAIDs, which are also glucuronidated and reactivated by GUS enzymes in the gut, has also been alleviated using targeted microbial GUS inhibitors administered to male and female mice (10, 11, 34). Inh1 has been shown in rats to reduce nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID)-induced intestinal anastomotic leakage (35). Kong et al. (36) have replicated our findings with Inhibitor 1 and have shown that the tricyclic antidepressant amoxapine is a bacterial GUS inhibitor. Although partially blocking GUS activity in fimo, amoxapine reduces the viability of cultured bacteria (37). The novel pyrazolo[4,3-c]quinolones have been reported to inhibit intestinal GUS activity and protect the GI epithelium, further confirming that molecular targeting of a bacterial enzyme can prevent the side effects of irinotecan in vivo (38).

We assembled an atlas of gut microbial GUS enzymes in the human gut microbiome, showing that the 279 unique enzymes can relatively trace Enterobacteriaceae taxa the ability to outcompete the more abundant Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes by increasing GlcA utilization. Importantly, the Enterobacteriaceae only encode L1 GUS enzymes, those that process SN38-G most efficiently and are also most potently inhibited by GUSi.

GUS Inhibition Does Not Alter Gut Microbial Composition in the Immune-Competent GEMM.

Finally, we examined the effects of irinotecan and GUSi on the composition of gut microbiota in the C3TAg GEMM with an intact immune system. We found that irinotecan was the sole driver of changes in gut microbial composition. While the vehicle and GUSi treatment groups seemed similar by PCoA1 analysis, both the irinotecan and irinotecan + GUSi groups were similar to each other and significantly distinct by PCoA1 analysis of athymic mice gut microbiota generated from UniFrac metric. Irinotecan group gut microbial composition (beta diversity) is significantly different from the no irinotecan group: PCoA1 $P$ value = 0.001, cage $P$ value = 0.98. ($** P < 0.01$). Composition summary showing the major phyla detected in the athymic mice microbiota. Significant increase in Proteobacteria abundance is detected in irinotecan-treated mice independent of cage. (D) PCoA analysis of C3TAg GEMM mice gut microbiota generated from UniFrac metric. Irinotecan-treated mice (with and without GUSi) show different microbial composition (beta diversity) than mice that did not receive irinotecan: PCoA1 $P$ value = 0.007, cage $P$ value = 0.68. Proteobacteria (E) and Verrucomicrobia (F) are significantly increased in response to irinotecan treatment (with and without GUSi): Proteobacteria $P$ value = 0.003, cage $P$ value = 0.98; Verrucomicrobia $P$ value = 0.004, cage $P$ value = 0.98, **$P < 0.01$.

Discussion

We established that irinotecan toxicity could be alleviated with nonlethal compounds that inhibit gut microbial GUS enzymes without affecting the mammalian GUS ortholog, the product of an essential gene, or affecting the plasma concentration of irinotecan or its metabolites (8, 9, 22). Beyond irinotecan, the intestinal toxicity of NSAIDs, which are also glucuronidated and reactivated by GUS enzymes in the gut, has also been alleviated using targeted microbial GUS inhibitors administered to male and female mice (10, 11, 34). Inh1 has been shown in rats to reduce nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID)-induced intestinal anastomotic leakage (35). Kong et al. (36) have replicated our findings with Inhibitor 1 and have shown that the tricyclic antidepressant amoxapine is a bacterial GUS inhibitor. Although partially blocking GUS activity in fimo, amoxapine reduces the viability of cultured bacteria (37). The novel pyrazolo[4,3-c]quinolones have been reported to inhibit intestinal GUS activity and protect the GI epithelium, further confirming that molecular targeting of a bacterial enzyme can prevent the side effects of irinotecan in vivo (38).

We assembled an atlas of gut microbial GUS enzymes in the human gut microbiome, showing that the 279 unique enzymes can
be sorted into six structural categories based on active site features (14). Similar structural categories were also observed in the recently reported “mouse GUSome” (20). Purified representative enzymes revealed that structurally distinct GUS enzymes process chemically distinct substrates (14). Here, we show that L1 GUS proteins are most efficient a reactivating SN38-G and are more effectively inhibited by GUSi (UNC10201652) than Inhibitor 1. Furthermore, we demonstrate that GUSI preferentially inhibits L1 enzymes over other GUS orthologs present in the human gut microbiome. As such, GUSi acts as a targeted inhibitor that targets the GUS enzymes most responsible for SN-38 reactivation in the GI tract.

Intestinal contents of mice treated with irinotecan exhibit higher levels of SN38-G hydrolysis activity than control or GUSi-treated mice, suggesting either an expansion of GUS-expressing bacteria or up-regulated expression of GUS in individual members of the microbiota in response to irinotecan treatment. Intestinal contents of mice treated with irinotecan + GUSi showed significantly reduced levels of SN38-G processing activity. Short-term dosing studies revealed that irinotecan increases in fimo GUS activity within 24 h, an effect blocked by concurrent GUSi treatment. Intestinal proliferation decreases in vivo within 5 d after irinotecan injection, and this effect is blunted by GUSi. In both cases, single doses of irinotecan and GUSi were sufficient to see these effects. In a breast cancer xenograft model with immune-deficient mice, GUSi protected mice from diarrhea and gut damage and promoted recovery from irinotecan-induced weight loss. In the C57B16 cancer GEMM with an intact immune system, GUSi exerted significant protection against diarrhea, improved recovery from weight loss, and increased overall survival compared with animals receiving irinotecan alone.

Most dramatically, by reducing intestinal damage as well as preserving body weight, GUSi enabled mice to tolerate significantly more doses of irinotecan, which translates into remarkable tumor regression in the irinotecan plus GUSi group. Our results significantly extend previous research in alleviating irinotecan-induced gut toxicity and improving antitumor efficacy. While GUSi effectively reduces diarrhea and gut damage, as do Inh1 and other chemotypes previously examined (8, 36, 38), the GEMM data presented here demonstrate that GUSi is capable of significantly enhancing therapeutic efficacy of irinotecan. While we have chosen only female mice to assess efficacy in breast cancer models, we have previously reported that GUS inhibitors reduce intestinal ulcers resulting from NSAIDs in both male and female mice (11). In work reported in 2010, Lam et al. (39) reported that the botanical mixture PHY906 alleviated irinotecan-induced gut toxicity by reducing inflammatory infiltrates and plasma proinflammatory cytokines and promoting intestinal progenitor cell proliferation. PHY906 may also inhibit GUS activity given that it contains extracts of the Chinese herb Scutellaria (40) enriched with flavonoids that are known GUS inhibitors (41).

Previous culture- and PCR-based studies had shown that irinotecan induces shifts in gut microbial composition (42, 43), including increases in Proteobacteria. Here, we extend these investigations by using 16S rRNA sequencing to demonstrate that irinotecan causes dramatic expansions in gut Proteobacteria in athymic mice and less dramatic increases in Proteobacteria and Verrucomicrobia, including A. muciniphila, in immune-competent mice. The expansions in athymic mice are likely more dramatic than in immune-competent animals given the importance of the immune system’s response to the intestinal microbiota. The observation that the remarkable increase in Proteobacteria in immune-deficient (athymic) mice can be blunted by GUSi suggests translational implications for patients with local intestinal immune imbalances (e.g., inflammatory disorders) or with systemic immune deficiencies (e.g., HIV infection). Indeed, we were intrigued to see that Proteobacteria levels in athymic mice can be reduced 10-fold (4 to >0.4%) via GUS inhibition even in mice not receiving irinotecan. Proteobacteria, specifically the Enterobacteriaceae, are unique among gut microbial taxa in encoding an operon of genes encoding GUS enzymes that are up-regulated in response to the presence of glucuronidated compounds, allowing these bacterial species to use GlcA for growth (31). By inhibiting Enterobacteriaceae GUS enzymes and blocking access to GlcA, GUSi alone seems capable of blunting the growth of Proteobacteria in the mouse GI tract.

There are several limitations to the current study. For example, we do not examine mouse models of colon or intestinal cancer. We do not extend our in fimo investigations using human samples, either from healthy donors or from patients receiving irinotecan. Finally, we do not delve into the potential implications that limiting the levels of Enterobacteriaceae in the GI tract might have for other intestinal disorders. We will address these limitations in future studies, in some cases using recently described activity-based probe-enabled proteomics (44).

In summary, targeted inhibition of gut microbial GUS enzymes protects the GI tract from epithelial cell toxicity in preclinical models. GUS inhibition could dramatically improve the treatment of human cancer using irinotecan as well as the wide range of glucuronidated chemotherapeutics that cause gut toxicity.

**Materials and Methods**

**Protein Purification, Crystallization, and Structure Determination.** The CgGUS enzyme was expressed and purified as previously described (8). The CgGUS protein was purified as previously described (8). The CgGUS protein was purified as previously described (8). Inhibitors. As previously reported (17), 4-4-(8-(piperazin-1-yl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-[1,2,3]triazino[4,5-4,5]thieno[2,3-b]-isoquinolin-5-yl)morpholine, also known as UNC10201652, was synthesized in house at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Center for Integrative Chemical Biology and Drug Discovery. Inhibitor 1 was previously described (8).

**β-Glucuronidase Activity Assays.** We used a fluorometric assay to measure processing of SN38-G, which emits strong fluorescence at 420 nm when excited at 320 nm. Fluorescence is lost on hydrolysis of SN38-G to SN38. In vitro assays contained 5 μl of purified enzyme, 5 μl of 10X buffer G20 mM (4-(4-20 μl of resultant lysate was used to initiate the hydrolysis reaction of 150 μM substrate and inhibitor. For in vitro inhibition assays, conditions were the same except that 5 μl of inhibitor (100 μM final) and 30 μl of water were added. Buffer, substrate, and inhibitor were preincubated for 10 min at 37 °C, and the reaction was initiated by the addition of enzyme. For bacterial in cell assays, bacteria were grown overnight in 10 ml of lysogeny broth (LB) in ambient air with shaking. The next morning, 20 μl of each was subcultured into 2 ml of fresh LB for 1 h, after which 1 ml of 4-nitrophenyl-β-D-glucuronidase was added for 1 h to induce expression of GUS; 10 μM inhibitor or equal volume of dimethyldithiooxide (DMSO) was added to the cells at the same time, and cultures were grown to an optical density of ~0.6, after which bacteria were pelleted and washed and cells were lysed. Then, 10 μl of resultant lysate was used to initiate the hydrolysis reaction of 150 μM SN38-G in a reaction buffer composed of 20 mM Hepes and 50 mM NaCl at pH 7.4. For in cell inhibition assays, 10 μM either Inh1 or UNC10201652 was used, with equal volume of DMSO as control. For in fimo assays (23), frozen fecal samples were rehydrated, and bacterial cells were lysed, sonicated, and then clarified; 5 μl of fecal slurry supernatant was used to initiate the hydrolysis reaction of 150 μM SN38-G reconstituted in the same buffer.

The initial velocities of the resultant progress curves of the reaction were calculated in MATLAB by linear regression. Initial velocities were then normalized to the protein concentration (in vitro assay), culture optical density (in cell assay), or total fecal protein content (in fimo assay) calculated using a standard Bradford assay. Fluorescence units were converted to concentration by standard curve analysis to generate the final units presented. All statistical analysis was performed on Prism (Graphpad). Statistical tests are indicated in figure legends, and details on the analyses are reported in SI Appendix, Table S6.
Quantification of GSU and Irintecan Metabolites. Sample, standard preparation, and ultra performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry methods are found in SI Appendix.

Animal Study Designs. All animal studies were approved by the University of North Carolina Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee according to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals by the NIH (45). Given that breast cancer primarily affects females, female mice were chosen for all experiments. All animals (except for germ-free mice used in monosociation studies) were maintained in specific-pathogen free conditions in sterile microventilator cages containing corn bedding. All animals were given free access to chow and water, both of which were sterilized for the athymic mice studies) were maintained in specific-pathogen free conditions in sterile animal facility.

The 16S rRNA Amplicon Sequencing. Isolation of total DNA from stool samples was carried out using the MoBio Powerfaecal kit per the manufacturer’s directions. Total bacterial DNA was amplified using primers targeting the V3 to V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene and overhang adapter sequences appended to the primer pair.
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